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Yes, No, Maybe
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Marcella Vonn Harting
Inspired Action
Welcome to my newsletter dedicated to bringing you the
information, inspiration, wisdom, and knowledge you need to live
your best life and achieve success with Young Living. My
newsletters incorporate fresh articles from myself and other
experts on the Law of Attraction, spirituality, wellness, wealth,
relationships, web design, and success. My mission is to support
you in building a life of passion, purpose, abundance, love and joy.
Today I would like to tell you about one of the real secrets to
making life work in a big way; it’s by taking what I call Inspired
Action. Do you sometimes follow that small voice inside choosing
to guide you out of struggle and into prosperity -- you know the
one that nudges you gently in the direction of your desires.
Inspired Action is essential to your success in life with whatever
you are doing! I believe we all have this brilliant compass within
us that when we learn how to trust it and follow its quiet guidance,
it will take us to greatness beyond what we have dreamed. In a
constantly changing world we are making choices daily that affect
our journey which encompasses our natural sense of instinct and
common sense (YL oil for those who need a little guidance with
this one). This can assist in creating inspired action and
momentum.
My Young Living career came from Inspired Action! I did what
felt right moment to moment by following my heart and instinct!
Many times throughout the years I didn't understand the business

component of this
industry......like
the compensation
plan, corporate
politics, taxes,
etc..........I always
focused on people
and my
relationship with
them.
The places that I
personally found
most
uncomfortable is where my greatest lessons and teachings have
come from. What I did not understand I went looking for.....in
teachers, coaches and role models. I went up-line, down-line, and
side-line throughout all of Young Living. I am going to share a
secret with you here; I found all my answers when I went to all the
Young Living events that I could. I found that through the Law of
Attraction my questions created my answers.
Here's what you can do to instantly activate your intuition...
"Look for Proof!"
One of the most powerful ways to get into alignment with your
intuition is to look to your past for proof of when following your
instincts has worked for you.
Continued on page 2...

Marcella Vonn’s Mission Statement
My mission is merging science and miracles by weaving state of the art knowledge
of essential oils, Chronobiotic™ Nutrition, body language, Conscious
Communications, innovative health technologies, emotional healing and
abundant prosperity strategies into our new Global Wisdom. I am passionately
committed to sharing the systems I use to embody personal fulfillment with my
global family.
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Inspired Action... (continued)
(Continued from page 1)
The second you see how inspired action has worked for you before, If you can actually change your life in one step of Inspired Action a
your belief sets expand and you instantly align with your intuition. day and in one hour or less a day then when is the best time to take
the first step? The answer is NOW!
So, how do you look for proof? Ask yourself these questions:
1. When in your life have you had a strong instinct to do
Make Sure It's Inspired Action.
something that may have seemed off topic, disconnected or
out of left field but you did it anyway - and when you did, it
I know what it's like to wonder if the action you are going to take is
brought you success in a way that you never would have
inspired or forced - sometimes it is hard to tell the difference - let
imagined?
me help.
2. When in your life have you ever been faced with a situation,
relationship or opportunity that seemed like exactly what you
As I said before, forced action can keep you busy and running in
had been looking for, BUT in the pit of your stomach you knew circles every day for the rest of your life while inspired action
it wasn't? And, even though, you had absolutely no rational
doesn't eat up all of your time and definitively moves you toward
justification to feel this way, and other people thought you were your goals.
crazy, you decided to walk away and it turned out to be the best
decision you could have made?
Knowing the difference between regular action and inspired action
will eventually become a 'Gut Instinct' for you...and once you tap
The Difference Between Forced Action and Inspired Action:
into your intuition, the Law of Attraction will work for you in ways
you never imagined.
The struggle between forced and inspired action most often shows
up when we want something in our lives to be different. Most
BUT...chances are good that right now you are like most people and
people look at the things they are dissatisfied with and do one of
most of the action you take is probably inspired by fear. So to help
two things:
you get in touch with the difference between Forced Action and
1. Ignore it
Inspired Action, I have a tool for you...
2. Try to FORCE it to change by taking action (EVEN WORSE
Idea)
There is one question you can ask yourself to discover if your
Forced action is any time you are trying to force something to
instinct is guiding you out of Fear or Inspiration.
change or 'think' your way out of something. Forced action tends to
stem from fear, doubt and worry.
Before you take any action, ask yourself this question:
Inspired Action is when you feel a strong instinct to do something.
Inspired action stems from openness and trust.
"Will doing this move me toward my goal of __________, away
from my goal of __________ or will it keep me running in place?"
Here are the tricky things about Inspired Action...
Inspired Action doesn't always seem completely practical.
IT'S IMPORTANT to name the goal SPECIFICALLY, if you are
Inspired Action will often make you push your comfort zone.
general and don't get specific this won't be as effective.
Imagine taking one step (just one) of Inspired Action every single
day...
If your honest answer is that it will move you toward your goal,
GREAT, GO FOR IT...you are about to tap into the Law of
How different will your life be a year from now?
Attraction, the key of Inspired Action.
What about a month from now?
Or even by the end of the day?
BUT...if it will move you away from your goal OR keep you
running in place then ask yourself this question:
Are you getting excited yet? Great! Here's a trick to help you...
Every day, look at your current primary goal (target) and ask
“What small action can I take RIGHT NOW to move me toward
yourself this one question:
my goal of _______."
'What one step can I take today, that pushes my comfort zone, I
KNOW will take me one step closer to ________ (fill in your goal When an answer pops into your head, ask yourself the first question
here)?'
again just to make sure you aren't fooling yourself.
Then… GO TAKE INSPIRED ACTION!
Now here's the key to this trick… You HAVE TO TAKE THE
INSPIRED ACTION!
Remember, the key to the Law of Attraction is Inspired Action.
And once you tap into the power of Inspired Action you will stop
The cool part is that most of the time the step of Inspired Action
taking action out of fear and in doing so will start immediately
will take less than an hour and will move you forward more than 10 attracting the life you desire.
hours of JUST ANY ACTION.

Marcella Vonn Harting

Seriously, one inspired action phone call will normally change your Candidate in Psychoneurology & Integrative Medicine
life faster than 10 hours of organizing your office.
Website: www.marcellavonnharting.com
My YL Website: www.ylwebsite.com/marcellavonnharting
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YL Website New, Awesome, & Exciting
Website Features!
YL Website is truly the most innovative
website for Young Living distributors
around the world to market their
businesses and share their stories! Not
only are they stirring up the online world
with incredible websites but countless
companies are trying endlessly to copy
and emulate their success.
Dallas Harting is the founder and the
one behind the scenes working tirelessly
to make YL Website better and better.
This is the first time in Young Living’s
history that distributors have asked for
an online business tool and it has been
brought to them in such a quick and
efficient manner that their heads spun.
From the beginning YL Website has
been all about absolute beautiful design
and efficient websites – meaning getting
new people to do what is most
important, sign up in your Young Living
business! YL Website makes this so
incredibly simple. There is no searching
around or wandering where to click to
order product and sign up. Every page
of the YL Websites have a clear and
attractive “Order Now” button that once clicked clearly educates
new people how to order from Young Living. Then they are simply
sent to the sign up page with the website owner’s Young Living
member number already pre-installed so there in no confusion for
the new person. Dallas Harting says “it’s the little things that count
and YL Website does all the right little things for people so they do
not have to think, it just works.”

So what’s new with the website?
Well simply put, a lot is new! YL Website is constantly tweaking
pages and launching new features that make the websites stand out.
One of the newest and coolest features are the new “Transitional
header images” - with this new feature, website users can now
choose to have many images for their website header instead of just
one. And users can choose how the images transition to one
another. Think of it like a slideshow. “We have made it so that
users can choose what images they would like to appear (literally as
many as they want), what transitional effect the images will have
between each other, how long the images will display for, and even
how fast the transitions occur” - Dallas Harting. Basically users
have all these awesome controls to make their site look exactly how
they want. There is even a way for users to add their own header

images themselves - so their sites can truly look
unique and personal to them. This is unheard of
in the industry of replicated websites for
distributors.
No one or company has made their sites this
personal and customizable and why would they?
Dallas Harting is a distributor just like you
reading this newsletter. He knows what a
distributor needs and the thinking process
behind building a successful Young Living
business. Dallas first said when he built the
website “basically I built a website that I always
wanted for my own Young Living business,
then I realized after so many people were asking
me to do the same for them, that I just had to
make it available to everyone.”
Having a YL Website simply makes your
business so much easier and most importantly
duplicatable.
YL Website has also added in-depth and
detailed descriptions for all the Young Living
essential oils and soon to be all products that
Young Living carries. This is a powerful and
exciting feature. And most importantly, YL
Website created these new pages so that website
users can send people directly to them. Why is this important?
Well lets say you meet someone who has pain in their body and you
suggest they try “Deep Relief Roll-on” or “PanAway Blend” - you
can simply email or txt them your specific website page about that
product. And from that page, the visitor can click “order now” to
buy it with you always getting the credit. So why is this worth
mentioning? Well the vast majority of other Young Living personal
sites are not capable of this because their product description pages
are written in JavaScript code on these pages - and thus you cannot
go to an exact product page. Again these are the little things that
Dallas has thought through because these are the things that make it
easier to share your Young Living business to new people.
Dallas is always tweaking little things here and there that make life
easier for a distributor. Like the ability to send new people directly
to your sign up page that educates them on an independent
distributor and a customer then takes them through the process of
ordering. Here is an example of a page:
www.ylwebsite.com/example/order
A website user can send new prospects directly to their own order
page. Notice how even the URL is easy to remember and type - this
has all been thought through, tested, and analyzed to simply make
things easy.
To learn more & create your own Personal Website visit:
www.ylwebsite.com
To see an example of a Personal Website, visit:
www.ylwebsite.com/example
For questions and support, email: info@ylwebsite.com
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Young Living Academy Celebrates Success!
You measure success with time. It has been almost a year since the
D. Gary Young Foundation launched their Sponsor-a-Child
program for the students of Young Living Academy (YLA) in
Ecuador. With 120 of 158 children now sponsored, the DGYF is
celebrating and saying, "Thank you!” Thirty-eight children still
need a sponsor.
Want to help?
Go to: www.dgaryyoungfoundation.org
- next click on the “Donate Now” button

YLA students recently competed in the Minigenios De El Universo
(Genius University), a countrywide competition of 200 schools in
Ecuador. It is organized by the country's largest newspaper, Diario
El Universo. Our students are currently in the third phase of the
tournament and rank in the top 45 schools participating - a
wonderful showing of our kids and the staff!
Our Young Living Academy baseball teams have had their own
opportunities to shine at the Campeonato Liga Ricardo Chacon
where our Child AA team placed second and our Junior A were
Champions! The teams are currently preparing for another
competition later this month. The Child AA team is invited to Peru
in January.
Want to see the latest photos of the children at YLA?
We have created a page on Shutterfly.
Visit: www.younglivingacademyecuador.shutterfly.com

Now that the children attending YLA are in an environment that
enhances learning and are aspiring to reach their full potential, we
need to expand our school! For our ninth graders to continue on to
high school, we need to build another classroom. We are simply out
of space! Costs are currently being gathered and a campaign
designed to meet the needs of the school. The DGYF needs your
help to make this happen! One idea we are exploring to raise funds
is a new approach where everyone will have the opportunity to
make a difference. Stay tuned to our website, Facebook Status
updates and Tweets (DGYFoundation) where we will let you know
how to help make a difference in the world.

On this website the staff of Young Living Academy can upload
pictures of events, competitions, classes, outings, share videos and
more. This free site is especially wonderful for all of our child
sponsors and regular supporters who can see their kids. Everyone is
welcome to become a member of the site (also free). Check it out
today!
Don Clair
Director
D Gary Young Foundation
dclair@dgaryyoungfoundation.org

Holiday Fun and Safety for the Furry Family Members
The holidays for our pets should be full of family fun and joy.
Often we can inadvertently share too much or neglect to factor in
their safety. During the holidays as a family we have more activities and opportunity for our pets to come into misadventures. We
want to and should include our four footed family members in our
celebrations. Here are some tips to including them and minimizing
some of the misadventures.

Sparkling - light catching enticing toys can be more than the curious playful pet can handle. If it looks like they could bite apiece
off and swallow it then they can. The temptation to nibble on
dangly type decorations is too strong to train that out of them. Just
hang that type out of the way or opt out of using them all together.
Remember ingestion of decorations could lead to serious digestive
issues, surgery or even death.

Our pets enjoy being part of our family so try to include them as
often as possible. Keeping their routine as normal as possible and
planning the holiday fun with them in mind will minimize the risk
of accidents. Our pets do not have a calendar so they will not realize the big dinner party is coming up and plan to stay upstairs quietly. Plan their needs into each of your own family plans, even if
that is a safe anxiety free place to go.

Tempting Toys - remember holiday pet toys are designed to appeal
to our desires and not the safety of our pets. MOST toys are unsafe for pets. If they can tear it apart do not buy it. If they can
swallow it do not buy it. If they can chew it down to create either
breaking or swallowing do not buy it. Do not be tempted by the
marketing of the cute toy in lew of checking its safety first.

Take care with:
Christmas Tree – Make sure it is anchored securely. Your pets
may try to climb it or run under it not knowing it could tip. If it is
a cut tree remember the water can become stagnate and breed
harmful bacteria if not changed daily. Some of the fire retardants
that are sprayed onto the trees or even the materials the trees are
made out of can be poisonous to our pets. With younger pets that
have not learned their manners yet please opt to take the time to
teach them caution around the new decorations. Use Evergreen
essence or Christmas Spirit for the spells of the season instead of
candles that can be a fire hazard.

Over indulgence – The holidays are riddled with opportunities to
over eat both for ourselves and our pets. Lets take care when putting out holiday fare. Lets remember they do not need to eat with
us at the table. Remember they may develop digestive issues if fed
new foods. These can even include life-threatening pancreatitis.
Overindulgence for pets are the number one emergency calls for
veterinarians during the holidays. Be vigilant with opportunities to
keep your pet away from danger. Use Di-Gize on the belly 1:5
dilution for those overeating accidents.
Continued on page 5…
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Holiday Fun and Safety for the Furry Family Members (cont.)
Holiday Poisons –
chocolate can kill
dogs. Even a little in
a little dog can lead to
heart abnormal
rhythms and death.
Keep the candy
dishes out of reach.
The sweetener xylitol
is also unsafe so do not feed it to your pets. Be careful when baking about what drops on the floor or hot burners for cats to walk on,
or tipping pots of holiday cheer. Mistletoe, holly, poinsettias and
lilies are often poisonous to pets. Get pet friendly arrangements or
keep them safely out of reach. Overuse of essential oils both in
diffusing and in topical application can also be poisons. Less is
better with pets. Learn the safe and effective ways to use the oils.
Wired up – With children as part of our family unit we will take
precautions with exposed wires. Remember our pets may find a
cord an opportunity to chew and entangle in as they run and play.
Take the extra time while decorating to consider the bite hazard.
Other decorating considerations are bulbs breaking or being
chewed, burning candles and chewing on batteries. All of these
could cause injury, such as cuts or burns to the mouth or even a
choke hazard. Food is often fun to decorate with especially when
making your own decorations, just remember the tempting smell
may lure your pets to go hunting for the decorations and eat them.
Entertaining – Know your pet. They may not want to entertain or
feel their home is being invaded. Give them a safe quiet place to
go. Board them the night of the party to minimize stress. Have a
neighbor take them to their house whilst you have the block party at
yours. Keep the routine normal with food and walks even the night
of the party. Keep alcohol away from pets. Even a small drink for
a cat could cause irreversible kidney damage. Using lavender and
peace and calming oils can help the anxiety of the hustle and bustle
of the season.
Noise – loud popping noises, unusual noisy decorations, and even
chorales can scare your pets. Consider boarding or giving them a
dark safe haven to go to.

Include their paw
print on the cards
you send or under the
tree.
Have your pet on the
gift list to both give
and receive.
Remember them in
your prayers.
Give to pet charities in their name or in the name of those pets that
have passed.
Look into their eyes and remember what the holidays are really
about – unconditional love and celebration of life.
Be grateful for the opportunity to consider precautions for your pet
as a valued member of your family.
There are many pet fundraisers during the holidays, consider taking
your pet for a Santa picture to support pet awareness.
If you choose to adopt a pet during the holidays PLEASE rescue.
1000’s of pets, loving souls, are put to sleep every day. The
adopted pet is a special pet because of its story of rescue.
Come to our clinic and place an angle on our tree for any pet that
has passed this year as a memorial for all they do for us.
Get a special ornament to remember each of your pets with through
the years.
Enjoy the company this season. Remember the reason for the season. Let your pet pull you into the present awareness of just being
and enjoying the holidays. Let this season be the one where you
enjoy each moment instead of flying by in a blur. The best Christmas ever is the one spent as a family.
Dr. Nancy Brandt’s practice includes over 50 integrative medicine
possibilities such as acupuncture and chiropractic. Dr. Nancy is
recognized as the Pioneer in Veterinary Aromatherapy and its safe
and effective use. She lectures world wide, consults via phone and
locally in Las Vegas. Dr. Nancy is passionate about educating
guardians on integrating holistic options. She is a single mother of
three amazing children.
For further information visit:
www.nancybrandtdvm.com or call 702-617-3285

The door – The front door may open more than any other time of
the year. The windows are opening up here in Las Vegas so be
aware of extra escape routes for your pets. Make sure you are vigilant at the door and teach your pet to come on command. There is
more traffic and the risk of injury is great.
Strings and Things - confetti can be a choke hazard and cause obstruction in cats. Limit where it is used in the house so you can
safely remove it all before you let your pet back into that area.
DO INCLUDE:
Take your pet for a drive to see the lights.
Dress them up for the family photo (safely)
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Recognizing Harting’s New Leaders
August 2012
GOLD
JAYNELLE ASHLEY LEEK
JOANNE KAN
JUAN CARLOS SALAZAR
SILVER
CHUWEN HUANG
JOYCE ANN SWANSON
KATHERINE SUSANNA
LINDA LEE DEATON
MASON BINNS
NELY MUÃ‘OZ TUESTA DE
RICARDO ELMER
EXECUTIVE
ANGIE MEZO
BETHANY HUNT &
RANDY
BLOOM FOR JOY
CHARLOTTE OPENSHAW
COLLEEN R YOUNG
DEBORAH ANN
DENICE ERWAY
DHARM KHALSA
DONNA STEPHENS
FOOK KHEONG LEE
GERTIE TOLENTINO DEL
HEATHER WILSON
HO YIN PING
HOLLADAY CLINIC OF
HOWARD HUDSON
HWEE YONG NANA LIM
JENNIFER MELBY
JILL MARGARET DEL
JOHN MICHAEL PACKARD
JOSE NORBIL ROJAS
KA PO LAM
KRISTI WELDON
KRISTIN OLSON
LEONARD OW
LOTUS ESSENTIAL OILS
LYDIA HARTT
MADI SMITH

MARCO ANTONIO
MIRCEA TABACARU
NICHOLAS BOYD JENISON
RACHEL ZACHARY
ROOSEVELT TIRADO
SHARON YOST RHODES
THE INTEGRATION
VIRAM WIJNHOVEN
YUEN KAM YING

LUNAMOR
LYNN MARIE COX
MARTHA NOMPONE
PUI CHEE SUSANNA TAM
TAMMY FINDLEY
VICTORIA CAROLAN

September 2012

GOLD
CHIP AND CARRIE
CLAIRE OR PETER ROISE
KATHLEEN SCOTT
SHEILA D SHERMAN
VIOLET CHAPPELL

GOLD
ROBYN & RANDALL
SILVER
BLYSSWORKS INC
JESUS RAMIREZ PEREZ
JOEL OTINIANO REYES
MBH CHIROPRACTIC LLC
ROGER OR JUDY BEENKEN
SABINA KA YAN KOO
SHERRY COX
EXECUTIVE
ABIGAIL R SMITH
AMIE A CLENDENIN
ARISTANY ESCOBAR
BELINDA KA SUIN KOO
BETTY R SMITH
CALLIE SHEPHERD
CARLA MELISSA
DANIEL CABELLERO
DENISE EASTHON
DOWN HOME FOODS
FOONG POOI YEE
HELEN GRACE SHAW
JAMES MCDONALD
JUAN CONZA MACHACA
KIMBERLY R
LESLIE CHADWELL
LINDA DONNELLY
LISA M HORN
LIZ BRIGGS

October 2012
PLATINUM
CAROL OR BEN HOWDEN

SILVER
AARON DERUVO
BARBY JEAN MURDOCK
CYNTHIA TEO TENG
DONNA LEE TINGLEY
FOONG POOI YEE
GENNET SONG LAI WAN
JAMES AND STACY
JEAN ANN OR SIDNEY
JENNIFER MELBY
JOHN SULLIVAN
MARIA J ROMAN
REBECCA HOWDEN
ROBERT MICHAEL
SACRED HEART HEALING
SARA OR JUSTIN
SIEW KIANG CHUA
STACEY A. RUBENSTEIN
YOON YUNG CHEN
EXECUTIVE
ANGIE SPRINGER
ANNA LIM SIEW HONG
ASHLEY DIANN
BEE HOON ENG
BETTY HENRICHSON
BEVERLY JEANNE

GLOVER
BRENDA BROOKMAN
CAROLE BOUDREAU
CARRIE OR RICHARD
CHRISTINE HAYMAN
CODIE-LYN KAHLER
CONSIDER THE BIRDS
DANIEL D THOMAS
DAWNA PATTEN
DEB HOUSTON
DEBBIE AMY
DEBORAH RUGARI
DEBRA L GENTRY
DONNA COCHRANE
DONNA CROW
DRAGON HEART TSD
EDITH WALTON
ELIZABETH RABUCK
ENERGY ESSENTIALS LLC
FOUR TRIMESTERS PTE
INSPIRED HEART MIDWIFE
IRENE BOATCALLIE
ISA OHARA
JAN MABRY
JENNIFER J OUART
JERRI GREENAWALD
JOLENE BRIDGET CHEN
JONI WUNDERLICH
JULIE ELIZABETH
KARI E SPELBRING
KATRINA CORTEZ
KEELY ALEAH MCCARY
KIM R JOHNSON
KIMBERLY PRATHER
KODIAK RANCH
KOK WAI HOI
KRISTEN M DRAUGHON
KRISTIN BLANCHARD
LATISHA EGGLESTON
LINA MARIA LAMOS
LISA JANELLE ROGERS
LIZ PAYNE
LIZ SLOAN BLAUER
LORI BOYLE
LUIS ANGEL AMANCAY

LUM SIT LI
MARGERY A. CLEARY
MARIA DOLORES
MARK DAMIAN SENG
MICHELE DAWN NEESE
MICHELLE WEIL
MIGUEL ANDRADE
MUI HOW TAI
MYSTIQUE GALLERY
NYIT KIEW LEONG
PATRICIA SALAS
PETRA NASTOUPIL
RAHIMAH BTE ABDOL
RAVEN'S CLUBHOUSE
RHONDA FAVANO
RICKIE ANN NAIRN
RITA HAMILTON
RON OR SHERRY
SCOT PAUL GUARIGLIA
SHARON J ROBERTS
SHEILA HUMMEL
SHIRLEY LESLIE
SHIRLEY POPPLEWELL
SIMONA ABEL
SKIN CARE BY CHERI
SORIEL TRUST
STACEY TIEGS
TAMMY KNOBEL
THIA WOON LING
VICTORIA NARVAEZ
VLADISLAVA KROPACEK
YONIE YOHAINI BONAWI

Note: This list recognizes
newly earned advancements for Distributors in
Marcella Vonn Harting’s
organization for the month
listed.
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